
SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1575  

Saturday 09 April, 2016

Hares: No Hope, Not Cleaver & Singha

phuket-hhh.com

Total Pack: 96 PH3: 88 New Members: 2 Virgins: 3 Visitors: 3 Visiting Hashers: 0

A big thanks to FUNGUS who stood in for me as Scribe the last 3 weeks due to my illness (someone suggested I
be renamed Sicknote!)

Baan Lipon was the venue for this circle and the GM got in the best looking Hares in PHHH. We eagerly drank
the beers given to us by our Leader!

As this was the Songkran Run FIVE blocks of ice was in the centre of the circle, things looked bad ...for
some! The GM got in all the Thais and wished them Happy Thai New Year before getting them all on the ice!

RETURNERS in...Only two...just in time to get bloody wet  !

VIRGINS in...Three  a  Scottish  guy,  a  Yank  and  a  Aussie  girl..all  got  a  Songkran  soaking,  especially  the
girl...welcome to you all!

RUN OFFENSES...Just for a change...Manneken Pis was the first in for a Run Offense..in comes the GM. Why
make it up as it goes when the GM should have a set plan for the circle...and anyway go and get your new shoes
the GM tried to hide...GM made MP help him by drinking from the other shoe...that will serve him right! Blow
Job got in the Aussie Virgin girl and a Thai girl. He told us that the three of them were off paper and checking.
BJ asked are you On..What, what do you mean...are you on paper..I don't know what you mean and the Thai girl
was just waving her arms around...BJ named her...LONG TIME! Mr Fister (welcome back) calls in Swollen
Colon and Slow Cunt. A few weeks ago SC lost his dog and this week he loses his daughter (Not So Swollen) .
Mr F says it's ok she is with Slow Cunt...Oh, well that's good cos if he rapes her it will be slow and if she
screams he couldn't hear her as SC's deaf!...how can I write this stuff !? Swollen Colon stays in to ask who had
shat by his parked car...no one owns up ..so as it's Songkran SC just assumes it must be a Thai!! Fungus gets in
Kooki and tells us he met her in a sauna and she says how much she likes the Hash but she does not have a Hash
shirt..so Fungus has got her one...but only if she takes it off and puts it on...which she did, showing her top
curves...New Name....TITTYLICIOUS! Fungus then calls in Tokyo Joe's girl friend and tells us she has no Hash
name..and there can only be one name for her...TOKYO ROSE it is!

Minnie Mouse gets in all the Thai girls...dressed in traditional Thai dress...they dance for us...they get put on the
ice by each other and they stuff about like MM does well..Well done girls ..Happy Thai New Year!

STEWARD...Gay Ray...Now your Scribe leaves at this time (not cos of Gay Ray!). I am told he did a great
job...this time without upsetting anyone! Good Spot GR, well done and thanks!

HARES in...just No Hope and Singha as I had pissed off!...No if's or but's....GOOD RUN WAS CALLED!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK!

http://phuket-hhh.com/

